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ABSTRACT The population ageing phenomenon leads to an unceasing need for home-based healthcare
systems to continuously monitor the elderly’s cognitive and physical health. In this sense, physical activity
may be beneficial in preserving cognition in elder life as well as in providing clinicians and therapists with
the indicative of elderly’s health condition. Nevertheless, current systems fail to promote and monitor the
elderly’s physical activity in their living environments. This paper is aimed at providing a socially assistive
robot solution for this task. Since robot acceptance depends to a great extent on its robustness in performing
tasks, we have focused on exercise recognition due to its great importance for both clinicians and elderly.
For that, two different tasks were carried out. First, an image dataset for physical exercise recognition has
been generated. Then, a comparative analysis of several deep learning techniques is presented. This paper
reveals a great performance in the exercise recognition of CNN-LSTMwith an exercise recognition accuracy
of 99.87%.
INDEX TERMS Assistive robotics, elderly healthcare, human action recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Globally, mortality rates have fallen significantly leading to
considerable changes in the age distribution in societies. This
fact may result in a great increase in age-related chronic
diseases [1]. That can have a heavy impact on health and
social care systems. For that reason, it is required to move
health and care practices from hospitals to home, merging
treatment and care with prevention [2]–[4].
In this context, Robotics can play an important role with
respect to healthcare support and independent life, avoiding
(or at least delaying to the limit) being institutionalised in
sheltered homes, or nursery homes when problems related
to ageing appear. In this regard, the literature in eldercare
Robotics features different kinds of robots based on the
covered senior needs such as therapy (PARO [5]), reha-
bilitation (ZORA [6]), telehealth (GiraffPlus [7]), company
(MARIO [8]), activity planning (Aido [9], Pearl [10]), navi-
gation aid (Pearl [10]) or entertainment (Manzai robots [11]).
Going a step further, socially assistive robotics adds a
social capability in elderly assistance. So, these robots are
intended to socially engage people through human-robot
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Juan Liu.
interactions while performing daily tasks and supporting
human activities and mobility. An example is the EU sup-
ported project HOBBIT [12] which is intended to develop
a socially assistive robot allowing elderly people to stay
longer at home thanks to its implemented functionalities
(i.e. searching and bringing objects, transporting small items,
keeping floors clutterfree, warnings about reminders, and
emergency detection). In a similar way, the EU-funded
project ENRICHME (ENabling Robot and assisted living
environment for Independent Care and Health Monitoring
of the Elderly) [13] proposed an integrated platform for
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) with a mobile service robot
for the provision of advanced user services to enhance their
quality of life such as health monitoring, complementary
care and social support, or cognitive and physical activities
to remain active and independent for longer. On its behalf,
the EU-funded project RAMCIP (Robotic Assistant for MCI
Patients at home) [14] has aimed to develop a service robot
with high-level cognitive functions to assist people with
mild cognitive impairments and Alzheimer’s disease in their
daily life. For that and taking into account the patient’s loss
of cognitive functions and behavioral abilities, a proactive
assistance has been implemented. So, RAMCIP supports
daily activities’ performance (i.e. cooking, eating and taking
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medication) through human activity recognition and patient-
robot communication.
Moreover, apart from assistance, elderly people require
technological solutions promoting active ageing. In partic-
ular, this paper is focused on exercise promotion due to its
great benefits in preserving motor and cognition at senior
life [15]. Along this line, Matsusaka et al. [16] developed
TAIZO, a small humanoid robot acting as an exercise trainer.
Activated by a human demonstrator via voice or keypad input,
TAIZO explains the asked arm exercises while performing
them. Note that TAIZO is just an actuator (i.e. an exercise
demonstrator) considering that no perception sensors have
been included. Therefore, its main handicaps are the lack
of autonomy, user feedback, active guidance or personalised
training.
Gadde et al. [17] used the humanoid robot RoboPhilo to
show and monitor the user’s physician-prescribed exercise
program. The interaction starts with the user’s presence what
triggers the user’s consent request. After the expected gesture
(i.e. the user’s hand wave), RoboPhilo starts mimicking the
first exercise in the scheduled routine while verbally explains
the different body movements. Thereafter, the robot moni-
tors the user’s performance with the purpose of analysing
their form and timing. So, the user is congratulated when
their performance is correct, otherwise exercise repetition is
required. At the end of the interaction cycle, a verbal feed-
back about the overall user’s performance is provided. This
system has several limitations. For instance, the user should
be positioned at the centred of the video frame at the optimal
distance (determined by the user’s height). Moreover, a good
performance is only obtained under good light conditions
(enough light is necessary for accurate hand/face detection).
On their behalf, Ngee Ann Polytechnic school developed
Robocoach Xuan, a trainer humanoid robot encouraging
physical exercise in classes [18]. In this case, the robot
conducts simple workout sessions for seniors. In addition,
thanks to its motion sensors, Robocoach Xuan is able to
evaluate senior movements and provide one-on-one feedback
about their performance. However, only seated exercises are
considered, what considerably restricts Robocoach Xuan’s
applicability.
More recently, Gorer et al. [19] presented an autonomous
exercise tutor for elderly people. In its first stage, a therapist
teaches the exercise performance to a user and, when the
user is repeating the exercise, their movements are learnt by
a NAO robot. In the second stage, the NAO robot behaves
as an exercise tutor by repeating the learnt movements with
their corresponding verbal explanation when available. Then,
the robot observes the user’s motions and compares themwith
the stored performance for their evaluation. This process is
repeated until the exercise program is completed. The session
is concluded after providing the user with an overall per-
formance score. The main drawbacks of this system include
the loss of user’s progress since each user is only identified
by name. In addition, the provided feedback omits the user’s
physical capabilities because a specific feedback is associated
with a certain score range. Moreover, the exercise program
was designed for an average, healthy elderly person, making
it inappropriate for the majority of elder community. Finally,
the user’s performance cannot be studied when the person is
seated because their skeleton data is unrealiable.
An analysis of the literature reveals that no appropriate
system is available for assisting elderly in doing physical
exercise at home. This paper introduces an assistive robot
aiding seniors in their daily physical activities and promoting
their practice at home. In particular, this paper is focused on
the exercise recognition process due to its great importance
to give appropriate and relevant feedback as well as to report
elderly’s health condition in terms of loss of limb mobility.
So, this paper is organised as follows: Section II describes
our socially assistive robot; Section III analyses the exer-
cise recognition problem; Section IV presents and discusses
the experimental results; and, finally, some conclusions are
presented in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. ROBOT PLATFORM
As pointed out by Fasola and Mataric [20] in their study
about the design and effectiveness of socially assistive
robots aimed to motivate and engage elderly users in phys-
ical exercise, a physical robot is perceived as more help-
ful, more socially attractive, and as having greater social
presence than a virtual robot. In addition, given that atti-
tudes towards robots in elderly care are systematically
sceptical, the proposed robot platform should be friendly,
intuitive, interactive and proactively assistive. These require-
ments result in the use of a Pepper robot [21], an endearing
human-shaped robot with high levels of acceptance in elder
community (see Figure 1).
FIGURE 1. Our socially assistive robot interacting with a user.
B. OUR ARCHITECTURE
Our proposal consists in an interactive robot platform
designed for assisting the elderly in their daily physical
activities at home. As illustrated in Figure 2, the interaction
starts when Pepper reminds the elderly user their scheduled
daily physical exercise session (set according to the elderly
preferences and therapist recommendations).
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FIGURE 2. RoViT socially assistive robot architecture.
When the user is ready, Pepper explains the first therapy
exercise to be done in both verbal and visual ways. Then,
Pepper continuously monitors the elderly movements.
After that, Pepper gives relevant feedback to the elderly
about the exercise performance. At the same time, the elder’s
performance is storedwith the purpose of being later analysed
by the therapist. In this way, the specialist can follow the
user’s evolution as well as early detect any loss of limb
mobility.
This process is repeated until all the recommended
exercises for the current session are done.
III. HUMAN EXERCISE RECOGNITION
A key issue of exercise promotion is exercise recognition for
two main reasons: providing therapists and clinicians with
information about how well the elderly performs physical
activities (what is an indicative of the elderly’s health con-
dition); and, on the other hand, being able to give relevant
feedback to the elderly doing exercise.
Given the importance of limb positions in the exercise
recognition process, wearable sensors could make it easy if it
were not for their inaccuracy and their cumbersome usability.
In this context, image analysis could be a solution so that
elderly people could keep their autonomy and independence
while being monitored.
A review of the traditional computer vision approaches
brings to light the need of working under certain conditions
to achieve good results, especially in terms of background
characteristics and/or illumination conditions. However, this
cannot be guaranteed in living environments.
Instead of processing standard visual input, an alternative
is to extract high-dimensional visual features describing the
interest points and combine them into a fixed-sized level
description with the aim of classifying them to get a final
prediction about the exercise done.
In regard to human representation, the literature is broadly
divided into two groups: representations based on local
features (i.e. keypoints in the spatio-temporal space); and,
skeleton-based representations, where a small number of rep-
resentative joints encode the whole body configuration. How-
ever, the high computational cost, the lack of information for
textureless regions and the inability of representing multiple
individuals in the same scenemake approaches based on local
features inappropriate for the task at hand.
On their behalf, skeleton-based approaches provide the
system with an estimation of limb position, what is cru-
cial for exercise recognition. Thus, a human representation
based on 3D skeleton information with a high frame rate is
required. Despite the wide research on this area, we have
chosen Openpose [22] to develop this work due to its real-
time execution and its adaptability to identify multiple peo-
ple in the image. Basically, it is a bottom-up approach for
real-time multi-person pose estimation. So, this two-branch
multi-stage Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) outputs a
18-keypoint body skeleton for all the people in the image.
For that, human parts are predicted by means of confidence
maps and combined through joint associations such that an
articulated system of rigid segments connected by joints is
generated for each person. Note that a human skeleton is built
from the output human joints. The reason lies in making the
learning of joint relationship easier and more accurate.
The next step is to identify the exercise(s) done. It is worthy
to take into account that exercise recognition involves captur-
ing spatio-temporal context across frames. One of the most
widely used approaches nowadays is Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) since they model the temporal dependencies
between the visual data. However, the design of architectures
capturing this information include multiple options which are
not trivial. Although RNNs have been successfully applied to
temporal data, it has been proved that ResNets can improve
the performance on the training set, which is a prerequisite
to do well on the validation and test sets. This results in an
FIGURE 3. Exercise recognition flowchart when multiple people do physical exercise.
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FIGURE 4. Some human poses representing the key limb positions for
some physical exercises. Each limb is shown with its corresponding
skeleton representation overlapped in the taken frames.
easy way for a residual block to learn the identity function by
adding skipped connections. Therefore, the combination of
both architectures joins their advantages leading to a structure
able to improve the movement recognition and, as a con-
sequence, the exercise recognition in a more efficient way.
FIGURE 5. Some human poses representing the same key limb position
arms up with the aim of overcoming the elderly physical limitations when
doing physical exercise.
In addition, this combination allows the system to exploit
spatio-temporal information, which is crucial to achieve the
required accuracy. A comparative analysis of different RNNs
(and CNN-RNN) architectures is presented and discussed.
Notice that, for simplicity, only one person is illustrated
in the images. However, this procedure can be applied to
multi-person session. In this case, the Openpose output is
used to generate different skeletons such that all the skeletons
are processed one-by-one in the neural network architecture.
In this way, an exercise evaluation is performed for each
person in the image (see Figure 3).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. PHYSICAL EXERCISES
Physical activity can be defined as any repetitive, structured
activity helping to improve or maintain the fitness or con-
dition of the body. Obviously, the daily amount of physical
activity varies according to age, gender and physical condi-
tion. In this sense, the British National Health Security (NHS)
has published online an exercise handbook containing the
recommended exercises for older adults [23]. This includes
written notes and pictures of the various exercise poses.
In addition, this guidebook is divided into four exercise
groups: sitting, flexibility, strength and balance. So, a daily
elder’s exercise programwould include a number of exercises
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FIGURE 6. The 34 considered human poses for exercise recognition.
from each group based on their age and their physical
limits.
Note that a subset of the 24 proposed exercises have been
considered in our experiments: four sitting exercises (upper
body twist, hip marching, arm raises, neck stretch); two flex-
ibility exercises (neck stretch, sideways bend); four strength
exercises (mini squats, sideways leg lift, leg extension, bicep
FIGURE 7. Image dataset generation: top left image represents the taken
frame (640×480×3); bottom left image corresponds to the image
generated by the Openpose algorithm [22] (640×480×3); and the right
image is the obtained image after isolating the human skeleton and
accordingly cropping the image (224×224×3).
FIGURE 8. The human skeleton 224×224×3 images generated from the
visual input varying the user’s distance to the robot and/or the user’s
position within the image.
curls); and two balance exercises (simple grapevine, heel
to toe walk). Note that each exercise has been repeated for
each side (left and right) and, consequently, the twelve above-
mentioned exercises result in a total of 24 exercises. It is
noteworthy that there are some exercises like neck rotation,
that appears in two different groups: sitting and flexibility.
In addition, there are three more exercises that were discarded
for this study since the limb motion in the skeleton represen-
tation is visually imperceptible.
For proper exercise recognition, each physical exercise has
been divided into a series of human poses representing the key
limb positions (some examples are illustrated in Figure 4).
It is worth noting that elderly people may present several
physical limitations. For this reason, their movements, and
consequently, their limb positions can be restricted. This
results in the fact that some end positions are unattainable.
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FIGURE 9. Samples illustrating the need of coloured skeleton with the
purpose of improving the exercise recognition results.
With the purpose of overcoming this issue, most of the
defined human poses cover more than one limb position.
So, for instance, the human pose corresponding to the limb
position arms up includes all the arm positions ranging from
100 to 180 degrees as illustrated in Figure 5. Consequently,
34 key limb positions have been defined to cover all the
considered physical exercises (see Figure 6).
B. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The image dataset was generated in two stages. Firstly, some
university staff, who was not in the expected age group, was
contacted to participate in the early system’s evaluation. So,
in addition to check the robot’s functionality, this group of
volunteers performed all the 24 physical exercises as pro-
posed by the robot, while being recorded by the Pepper’s top
camera (SOC Image Sensor OV5640). Then, the robot was
tested with a group of elderly people who, following the robot
instructions, performed all the physical exercises under study.
These performances were also recorded by the Pepper’s top
camera.
Each video recording of the 11 participants has been
divided in images at a rate of 15 frames per second. Given
their resolution (640 × 480 × 3) and aiming to avoid
background overfitting, the images are processed to obtain
224×224×3 images only containing the human skeleton
as shown in Figure 7. For that, each image was cropped
to the skeleton bounding box. After that, the resulting
image is resized to 224×224×3. With this procedure the
problems derived from variable distance to the robot or
user’s position within the input image are automatically
resolved (see Figure 8).
Thus, our image dataset is composed of 224×224×3
images of coloured skeletons on a black background gen-
erated from the visual input of Pepper’s top camera. Note
that each limb is represented with a different colour. The
reason lies in the lack of 3D information about the limb pose.
Consequently, some human poses could be easily confused
whether the skeleton was represented by just one colour as
shown in Figure 9.
C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
As above-mentioned, an infinity RNNs architectures could fit
the exercise recognition task. For that reason, a comparative
analysis has been carried out. To begin with, the popular
Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) [24] are used.
LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the long-term depen-
dency problem. Given that a temporal analysis is performed,
the length of the video sequence corresponding to any phys-
ical exercise plays a main role in its proper recognition. This
variability is due to two main reasons. The first one is the dif-
ferent number of human poses involved in a physical exercise.
So, for example, the sideways bend exercise requires three
human poses for each direction (stand up - direction bended
- stand up), while the bicep curls requires five (rest position -
half curled arms - curled arms - half curled arms - rest
position). The second reason is the elderly’s mobility what by
far influences the exercise duration. As a solution, the input
sequences were truncated and padded so that all the input data
FIGURE 10. Deep learning architectures analysed and compared in this work.
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TABLE 1. Confusion matrix corresponding to LSTM-based RNN test evaluation with 150 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
TABLE 2. Comparison of the implemented deep learning techniques in
terms of number of parameters to be set.
has the same length for a correct processing. Thus, the shorter
input sequences were completed with zero values (i.e. black
images in the case of image input and 0 in the case of human
pose input). In this way, zero values are learnt as no infor-
mation elements. Specifically, the video sequence length was
experimentally set to 60 frames. So, chunks of 60 coloured
skeleton images feed into a RNN consisting of a LSTM
with 32 units and a Dense layer with softmax activation for
exercise classification (see Figure 10). A 150-epoch running
results in an exercise recognition accuracy of 37.42 %. Most
of the image sequences were erroneously recognise as the
same exercise in the opposite direction (i.e. left side instead
right side and viceversa) as illustrated in Table 1. In addition,
almost any video sequence corresponding to the heel-to-toe-
walk was properly identified. These bad results could be a
consequence of the great amount of parameters to be set (see
Table 2) making the epochs to be trained insufficient.
A total of 39537 frames were obtained such that 24545
frames are used for training and 14992 frames for test. All
these coloured skeleton images have been manually labelled
for both CNN and RNN validation. Note that, with the pur-
pose of being able to evaluate the patient’s health status, two
TABLE 3. Comparison of the implemented deep learning techniques in
terms of accuracy.
types of RNN sequences has been considered: (1) sequences
representing complete physical exercises; and, (2) sequences
representing partial performance of a physical exercise. That
is, with the aim of determining the completeness of each
activity, different subsequences of that activity were eval-
uated. So, the completeness of an activity is given by the
performed human poses. For instance, in the case of the
arm raises exercise, the exercise is 100 % complete if five
poses are achieved in the right order: down arms - extended
arms - rose arms - extended arms - down arms. On the
contrary, when the person performs the sequence down arms -
extended arms - down arms, the system outputs the right
exercise (i.e. arm raises exercise), but with a score of 60 %.
In this way, a therapist can monitor and analyse the elderly’s
health status based on their daily performance. Therefore,
partial exercises belong to a different category from the one
corresponding to the whole exercise. By simplicity, all the
categories belonging to the same physical exercise appeared
under the same category in the following confusion matrices.
Secondly, a RNN based on Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) [25]. GRU can be considered as a variation of
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TABLE 4. Confusion matrix corresponding to GRU-based RNN test evaluation with 150 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
TABLE 5. Confusion matrix corresponding to ResNet50 test evaluation with 100 epochs when 32 human poses are considered.
the LSTM. It is aimed to solve the vanishing gradient problem
that comes with a standard RNN. In particular, the imple-
mented RNN is composed of a GRU with 32 units and a
Dense layer with softmax activation for exercise classifica-
tion. Again, 150 epochs were necessary to achieve an exercise
recognition with a poor accuracy of 35.97 % (see Table 3 for
a comparison). As illustrated in Table 4, a common error is to
confuse the same exercise but with opposite directions. That
is, for instance, the upper body twist-right exercise is mis-
classified as its analogous the upper body twist-left exercise.
This could be due to the skeleton thinness. Additionally, any
sequence corresponding to the heel-to-toe-walkwas correctly
identified.
The bad results obtained with the proposed RNN architec-
tures can be attributed to a slow (or lack of) convergence.
So, with the aim of achieving better network convergence,
a CNN could be used as starting point. Thus, the CNN layers
are used for feature extraction on input data, while the RNN
layers interpret those features across time steps. In this way,
the resulting CNN-RNN architecture is both spatially and
temporally deep. Along this line, a series of experiments was
also carried out.
Similarly to RNN, there are countless CNN architec-
tures fitting the task at hand. However, among all them,
a 50-layer Residual Network (ResNet50 [26]) was used in
all our CNN-RNN implementations due to its successful
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TABLE 6. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-LSTM training evaluation with 50 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
TABLE 7. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-LSTM test evaluation with 50 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
results in visual recognition tasks. For that, this network
has been trained with our image dataset to properly iden-
tify each human pose. In this case, 34 classes were defined
according to each considered human pose (see Figure 6).
After 100 epochs of training, an accuracy of 84.76 % was
obtained. As shown in Table 5, the most confusing human
pose corresponds to the person walking (heel-to-toe-walk
exercise). In fact, almost any sample was correctly recognised
as that human pose. Another human pose commonly misclas-
sified is when a person holds their shoulder down with the
opposite arm.
Once the CNN model has been trained (and fixed),
the RNNmodel is added. As previously, the beginning imple-
mentation involves LSTMs. Thus, the initial CNN-RNN
architecture (referenced as CNN-LSTM) comes from the
combination of ResNet50 with a LSTM with 32 units with
a Dense layer (with 24 units) on the output. In this case,
the approach converged at 50 epochs with an exercise accu-
racy of 99.87 %. As observed in Tables 6 and 7, the worst
recognition result corresponds to the sequences describing
the heel-to-toe-walk. The reason could lie in the classification
errors coming from the ResNet50 human pose recognition.
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TABLE 8. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-GRU training evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
TABLE 9. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-GRU test evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
The next implementation makes use of GRUs. So,
the CNN-GRU starts with ResNet50 followed by a GRU
with 32 units and a Dense layer for exercise recognition. For
comparative issues, 100 epochs were also used. After them,
the CNN-GRU architecture shows a classification accuracy
of 89.09 %. As illustrated in Tables 8 and 9, the worst recog-
nised exercise is the heel-to-toe-walk because of the slight
difference between the defined human poses. As previously,
there is some confusion between the two directions for the
same exercise. That is, the left performance is continuously
misclassified as its right counterpart.
Going a step further, like CNN layers, RNN layers could be
combined with the purpose of improving the exercise recog-
nition. Firstly, two layers of the same type are combined.
Thus, we started with two LSTMs with 32 units fed by the
ResNet50 output. Far from improving the performance of
the CNN-LSTM approach, the resulting accuracy of CNN-
LSTM2 for exercise recognition is only 4.17 %. As illustrated
in Table 10, all the exercise sequences were classified asmini-
squats exercise. One reason for this result could be the higher
number of parameters to be set (see Table 2). For that reason,
more epochs are required to be able to get a better accuracy.
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TABLE 10. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-LSTM2 test evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
TABLE 11. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-GRU2 training evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
Similarly, when two consecutive GRU layers (with 32 units
each one) are used for the RNN model, the CNN-GRU2
accuracy decreases about 1 % with respect to CNN-GRU
(87.96 % versus 89.09 %, respectively) (see Table 3).
So, adding a GRU deteriorates exercise recognition apart
from increasing the time required for training and, therefore,
for adding a new physical exercise to the system. As shown
in Tables 11 and 12, the CNN-GRU2 fails in the recognition
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TABLE 12. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-GRU2 test evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
TABLE 13. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-LSTM-RNN-GRU training evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
of the heel-to-toe-walk exercise, especially when stopping the
movement, due to the similarity in the movement and the
ResNet50misclassification. In addition, a confusion between
the sideways-bend and simple-grapevine exercises as well
as between the sideways-leg-lift and sideways-bend/simple-
grapevine exercises (especially during training) can be also
observed. Some errors are also made between different direc-
tions of the same exercise.
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TABLE 14. Confusion matrix corresponding to CNN-LSTM-RNN-GRU test evaluation with 100 epochs when 24 exercises are considered.
Finally, a RNN combining different kinds of layers was
studied. In particular, the architecture can be summarised
as a ResNet50 layer connected to a LSTM feeding a Sim-
ple RNN layer linked to a GRU layer ended with a Dense
layer. Note that the Simple RNN layer corresponds to a pre-
defined fully-connected RNN where the output is to be fed
back to input. The complexity in the design implies a great
number of parameters to be set (see Table 2). As above-
mentioned, this fact could require a higher number of epochs
to get good results. With 100 epochs, the CNN-LSTM-RNN-
GRU approach obtains an accuracy in exercise recognition
of 73.77%. Again, the different directions of the same kind of
exercise (e.g. upper-body-twist-left versus upper-body-twist-
right) are misclassified. In addition, all the sequences corre-
sponding to the sideways-bend-left exercise were erroneously
recognised during the training, although the result improves
for the test sequences.
All the approaches have been implemented in Keras with
TensorFlow as backend and run on a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti.
All of them used the efficient gradient descendant algorithm
adam [27] for optimization due to its broader adoption for
deep learning applications in computer vision, while accuracy
was set as the metric since it is considered as a classification
problem.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The rapidly increasing ageing population demands techno-
logical solutions for healthcare, assistance and rehabilitation,
while promoting independent living, active ageing and ageing
in place. In this context, a main concern is cognitive and
physical decline. A good practice is to do physical exercise
that preserves cognition while improving person’s overall
health enhancing their quality of life. In this sense, socially
assistive robots could assist older people in their daily physi-
cal routines. However, a review of the literature reveals that no
appropriate system is available for assisting elderly in doing
exercise at home.
To overcome this social issue, this paper presents a socially
assistive robot provided with social and therapeutic capabil-
ities to engage elderly to do daily physical exercise. Specifi-
cally, exercise recognition is the core of this work due to its
importance for early detection of the elderly’s health decline
and for elderly motivation. With that aim, several deep learn-
ing techniques have been analysed.
The first step was the generation of an appropriate image
dataset. For that, eleven people were recorded while inter-
acting with our assistive robot and doing the recommended
physical exercises. The video sequences were then divided
into frames containing the different human poses defining
each considered physical exercise. Then, with the purpose
of avoiding background overfitting and errors due to dif-
ferences in human bodies, a technique to extract human
skeletons is used (in particular, Openpose). After that,
images were cropped according to the information of inter-
est, that is, the human skeleton. Next, a total of 39537
224×224×3 images were obtained such that 24545 images
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were used for training and 14992 images for test. After that,
all those images were manually labelled for both CNN and
RNN validation.
Once the experimental data was ready, seven deep learn-
ing approaches were implemented in Keras (with Tensor-
Flow as backend) and tested: LSTM-based RNN, GRU-based
RNN, CNN-LSTM, CNN-GRU, CNN-LSTM2, CNN-GRU2,
and CNN-LSTM-RNN-GRU. The experimental results show
that a pure RNN architecture needs a higher number of epochs
to be able to converge that those integrating a CNN as starting
point. However, adding more RNN layers deteriorates the
accuracy as in the case of CNN-LSTM2. The reason lies in
the increase in the parameters amount to be set since this
fact requires more samples and more epochs to get a good
result.
Apart from design issues, the experimental results high-
light the confusion of physical exercise when different
directions are considered. That is, the video sequence corre-
sponding to one exercise in one direction and in the opposite
one are commonly misclassified (e.g. upper-body-twist to the
left side versus upper-body-twist to the right side). Despite
colouring the human limbs in different tones precisely to
overcome this issue, most of the implemented deep learning
techniques were not able to properly distinguish them. As a
solution, thicker skeletons or more distinguishable colours
could be used. This solution could be also used to over-
come the heel-to-toe-walkmisclassification, widely extended
among the implemented (CNN-) RNN architectures.
Despite all the described issues, the best architecture for
exercise recognition according to our experimental set-up is
CNN-LSTM with an accuracy of 99.87 %.
As future work, we plan to evaluate its performance with
other types of physical exercises and activities like eating.
Moreover, different metrics have been also analysed to better
evaluate the proposed architectures. In addition, aiming at
helping clinicians to know the elderly’s health status at any
time, we plan to equip the proposed system with the ability
to generate a statistical summary about the elderly’s perfor-
mance for each activity. Moreover, a comparative analysis of
deep learning techniques with respect to genetic algorithms
in terms of accuracy and execution time are also planned.
Finally, the multi-sensory integration in living environments
will be studied.
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